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Letter from the Chairperson 
 
It is without doubt COVID-19 has caused unprecedented economic impact on the Big Rivers Region. 
The severe hardship experienced by so many within our community has been the consequence of an 
extraordinary crisis and albeit necessary, our businesses and industry have copped the brunt of tough 
decisions made by the Northern Territory and Australian Governments in seeking to save lives, 
livelihoods and jobs. 
 
An extraordinary crisis warrants an extraordinary response. 
 
The Northern Territory Government’s response is Operation Rebound; a strategy which will present the 
Big Rivers Region an opportunity to chart the path forward; to accelerate enabling infrastructure projects 
that create jobs, increase economic output and activity and rebuild consumer confidence.  
 
The Big Rivers Region is considered the jewel in the Territory economy’s crown. As a region, we have 
significant capacity to drive industry growth and development within agribusiness, tourism, energy and 
minerals and Defence & Defence support industries. We’ve championed the Territory’s largest cotton 
industry trials, captured more annual visitors to our Nitmiluk National Park (Katherine Gorge) than 
Kakadu National Park, secured over $2 billion in Australia Government capital investment at the RAAF 
Base Tindal and built the Territory’s largest solar farm to date. But this is just the start.  
 
The regional strategies and prioritised projects identified in this submission are our critical enablers. They 
aren’t blue sky or left of field. They are the projects that with rapid investment, will drive rapid recovery 
and future growth. They are shovel ready or near ready projects and for some, funding has long been 
committed yet remained in the investment pipeline for years on end. The progression of these projects 
are critical to our region’s development capacity and the prosperity of the Territory.  
 
As we take these next steps forward it’s important the Regions are empowered to be able to deliver and 
lead through locally made decisions. It’s critically important Government provides positions, regional 
autonomy and supports the work of the Big Rivers Regional Reconstruction Committee. 
A regionalised and locally administered Industry Development Fund will strengthen the recovery of the 
Territory and enable broad-based economic growth. 
 
With the support of the Commission, we look forward to enabling the Big Rivers Region to rebound and 
thrive. It’s important we’re able to speak directly with Team Territory and the Commission and will 
extend an invitation to them to welcome them to the Big Rivers. 
 
Mayor Fay Miller 
Chairperson 
Big Rivers Regional Reconstruction Committee 
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Executive Summary 

The Big Rivers Region has one of the Northern Territory's most diverse regional economies. The region 
has a broad based economy with demonstrable potential for multi sectorial growth. 
Our economic prowess spans agribusiness, pastoral and horticulture, tourism, Defence and Defence 
Support Industries and On-Shore Gas exploration. These drivers of economic activity and development 
lead the Territory. The Big Rivers delivers for the Territory. 

The township of Katherine is an important regional centre. It is a natural transport crossway connecting 
the Ord River and the Kimberley to the west, Alice Springs to the south and Queensland to the east. The 
north-south transcontinental rail route passes through Katherine connecting Darwin to Adelaide. 
With regional exports accounting for $1.5Billion, the Big Rivers is capable of delivering for the Territory, 
with the strategic prioritisation of projects throughout this submission seeking to position and enable 
the Big Rivers Region for growth. A key enabler will be empowering regional leaders to make decisions 
and localise funding opportunities. Through acceleration, decentralisation and reform, the Big Rivers 
and the Territory can recover to a place of strength. 

This submission focuses on the priority projects to drive our key industries and have the most potential 
to secure investment, drive industry growth and new developments, increase population and regional 
live ability, and support regional businesses and supply chains. 

Regions such as the Big Rivers are best placed to identify options for investment, drive development and 
empower strong community resilience. Regionally empowered funds and localised decision making has 
the capacity to increase consumer and business confidence, reduce infrastructure investment backlogs 
and deliver on long awaited projects. 

Critical to the success of driving rapid investment and long term growth is ensuring an enabling 
environment, which this submissions offers solutions. 
As the jewel in the crown of the Territory, the Big Rivers Region’s national parks and reserves are a key 
environmental, social and tourism asset. The high demand for Indigenous cultural immersion and nature-
based tourism enables strong future commercial development opportunities. 

The development of the Cotton Processing Facility will complement the Big Rivers Region’s agricultural 
and pastoral industries. It is anticipated the investment in eco-sustainable cotton production will add 
$200 million in economic output across the next decade.  

Critical road infrastructure upgrades such as the Buntine Highway, one of the Territory’s high-priority 
cattle routes, benefits the Territory’s integral cattle industry. Improving key agricultural infrastructure 
such as the Katherine Daly Basin Development Road and upgrading agricultural, tourism, mining and gas 
corridors including the Central Arnhem and Roper Highways will open up local supply chains and 
provide reliable and safer transport link.
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Our greatest advantage 

The Big Rivers Region is renowned for being Big on Projects and Big on Delivery. 

The Big Rivers Region is the name given to this uniquely special and extremely diverse part of the 
Northern Territory. With just over 21,000 people and a vast land area extending eastern and western 
borders consuming most of the Territory’s northern land mass, the infinite scope of economic 
opportunity exist within the region’s greatest assets; its land and strategic locality. It is a critical gateway 
connecting the Stuart Highway, the Territory’s ‘main artery’, to the regional network of strategic road 
infrastructure.  
From the Victoria, Buchanan and Buntine Highways to the west, to the Carpentaria, Central Arnhem, 
Kakadu, Roper and Savannah Highways to the east, the region is best placed to serve as the Territory’s 
logistics and transport capital through its ability to connect the south, east and west to Australia’s 
northern potential. There are 26 remote Aboriginal communities and over 100 homelands and 
outstations across the region. 

Realising and celebrating the economic contribution of the Big Rivers Region to the Northern Territory 
economy is important to us, enabling the future prosperity of the region’s diversity remains critical to 
continue to achieve these aspirations.  

Our vision is to enable the Big Rivers Region to have well developed and productive industries, strong 
thriving and resilient businesses and a capable and diverse workforce. The future includes the region 
having sustainable and ethically managed resources, improved infrastructure through attracting 
investment to the remote areas of the region. We will have enabled, connected, vibrant and safe 
communities across the region. 
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Regional overview 

The Big Rivers Region comprises of three council bodies and include Katherine Town Council, Roper 
Gulf Regional Council and Victoria Daly Regional Council. Major Town Centre’s include Katherine, Pine 
Creek, Kalkaringi, Timber Creek, Mataranka, Ngukurr and Borroloola. There are 26 remote Aboriginal 
communities and over 100 homelands and outstations across the region. The town of Katherine is the 
hub of this diverse economic region.  

The Big Rivers region covers 326,327 km2, which is 25% of the Northern Territory. The population of 
the region is 21,203 with 49% of the region’s residents living in Katherine and the rest in the surrounding 
towns and communities. The region consists of approximately 952 representing about 6.5% of all NT 
registered businesses.  

The leading industries in the Region including, Agriculture, Forestry and fishing, Mining and Transport, 
postal & warehousing. Public administration and safety including Defence is the largest employer, 
making up 20.1% of total employment.  

There is estimated to be just under 7000 jobs in the Big Rivers Region which accounts for 6.4% of total 
jobs in the Northern Territory. 

The industry sector with the largest employment is Public Administration & Safety with 1,474 jobs 
accounting for 21.2% of jobs in region and 7.4% of all jobs for the Public Administration & Safety industry 
sector within the Northern Territory. 

The wages and salaries paid by businesses and organisations within the region is estimated at 
$862.393 million which accounts for 6.5% of all wages and salaries for the Northern Territory. This is 
followed by Health Care & Social Assistance with $97.090 million and Education & Training with 
$89.698 million. 

Regional exports generated is estimated at $1.521 billion which accounts for 7.6% of all exports for the 
Northern Territory. 

• Mining exports $444.283 million
• Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing $194.269 million
• Construction $117.958 million

In 2016 the three most popular occupations were: 
• Professionals (1,213 people or 19.3%)
• Community and Personal Service Workers (1,015 people or 16.1%)
• Technicians and Trades Workers (903 people or 14.3%)
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Economic Enablers, Regional Opportunities and Current Challenges 

Enablers 
1. Establishment of a Regional Development Fund, administered locally, for local job creation

projects
2. Resourcing of senior NT Government officers in Katherine to deliver actions identified in the Big

Rivers Region Destination Management Plan enabling long term growth and capacity building
projects, in areas such as the Department of Tourism, Sport and Culture and Defence NT.

3. Project proponents are required to work actively with industry and businesses in the Big Rivers
Region to ensure local businesses are able and adequately skilled to compete for contracts and
participate in any industry growth opportunities

4. That to the extent practicable, major industry proponents are required to source goods, services
and workers from local business and communities, including the development of training
programs for Aboriginal and other local workers

5. Social infrastructure to support growth (health, education, aged care, supported accommodation
and sporting infrastructure)

6. Establishment of a Big Rivers Industry Collaboration Hub for local business and industry
associations to support labour requirements & human capital constraints for high-growth
industries and related businesses

Opportunities 
1. Attraction of new investment in emerging markets
2. Growth of Aboriginal enterprises and corporations to deliver key services
3. Improve public/private partnerships to take responsibility for and control of our industry growth

opportunities
4. Improving rural industries to have significant links to other sectors of the Territory economy such

as manufacturing, transport and storage, retail and wholesale trade
5. Improve data availability and collection across sectors to support better planning and investment

decision making
6. Diversification and intensification of pastoral and indigenous lands for agricultural development
7. Focus on strengthening local governments, communities and economies through regional

partnerships and strategies

Challenges 
1. Decisions for the region, are made external to the region
2. An extensive backlog of infrastructure investment
3. The timely release and accessibility of land
4. Regional Connectivity and access to technology
5. Land and water access, security and availability
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Focus Area 1: Securing Investment 

Regional Strategy: Expedite enabling, strategic infrastructure development for investment-ready 
projects 

Priority Projects: 

 Katherine Logistics and Agribusiness Hub
 Katherine Cotton Processing Facility
 Katherine East Neighbourhood Centre (Katherine East Area Plan)
 McArthur River Mine Expansion
 Limmen Bight Marine Park Plan of Management
 Land Development and release: Borroloola, Mataranka & Kalkaringi
 Further upgrades to National Parks including Nitmiluk National Park and Elsey National Park
 Agricultural Precinct development - land releases and subdivisions

Key Projects 

The Katherine Logistics and Agribusiness Hub 
Having been identified as a strategic priority for the Big Rivers Region for almost two decades, the 
Katherine Logistics and Agribusiness Hub (‘the KLAH’) is considered the major enabler for growth across 
multiple sectors in the region. In June 2017, The Territory Labor Government announced significant 
investment in the establishment of the Katherine Logistics and Agribusiness Hub, presenting a critical 
opportunity to support the region to realise its full potential in agribusiness. The project was identified 
in the Economic Development Framework, the Territory Government’s 10 Year Infrastructure Plan, the 
National Freight and Supply Chain Strategy, the Territory Wide Logistics Master Plan, Operation 
Rebound Green Paper and the Big Rivers Regional Action Plan. 

To enable this project to realise its full potential, attracting private investment is critical. When built, the 
facility will be a fully operational, multi-disciplined logistics and agribusiness hub to meet the current and 
future growth needs of Katherine, the broader Big Rivers Region and northern Australia.  
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Development of the Katherine Logistics and Agribusiness Hub will increase the regions ability to export 
with a primary focus on improving the cost effectiveness of the supporting transport and related 
infrastructure. The KLAH will improve the Territory’s capacity to support the world’s growing agriculture 
and horticulture’s needs. The KLAH will support the township of Katherine and neighbouring 
communities and create access to employment and skilled jobs.  
 
The KLAH will provide the opportunity for the region to increase private sector led manufacturing and 
processing facilities which in turn will support the Territory’s freight and transport industry to operate 
efficiently, while supporting other key sectors such as mining, oils and gas, engineering/construction and 
defence and tourism. 
 
The BRR Reconstruction Committee recommend accelerating agribusiness projects which benefit from 
the KLAH, such as the proposed Cotton Processing Facility, currently awaiting an investment decision 
through the Local Jobs Fund. 
 
Funding committed: $30 million  
Project status: In planning and design phase  
Estimated economic impact; 

• A qualitative analysis by Ernst and Young identified that the project has potential to create 798 
direct jobs during construction over the life of the project 

• Headworks required to service the site could result in a gross economic output of $453.1 million 
• It is anticipated to create 830 construction jobs over the life of the project with 798 direct jobs 

during operational phase and 373 indirect jobs within the broader Katherine region 
 
Katherine East Neighbourhood Centre (Katherine East Area Plan) 
Katherine East is a suburban area of approximately 600 hectares within the Municipality of Katherine. 
The suburb is located 2½ kilometres east of the Katherine town centre. This Area Plan provides for 
residential land release across two neighbourhoods with higher density Centre’s surrounded by lower 
density residential areas. The intention is to accommodate future growth of the commercial and retail 
sectors in balance with the continued economic role of Katherine Terrace and the central business area. 
 
The continued development of Katherine East is an essential element of future development not only 
for the township but for Katherine as the hub for the region. The planned neighbourhood centre will 
provide land for urban development outside of the flood zone, support an active transport network to 
community and commercial facilities and support future developments and investment. The Katherine 
East Needs Assessment identified there is commercial and retail demand with particular demand for 
another supermarket shopping centre and commercial office space to support the growth sectors across 
the Big Rivers Region. The forecast is Katherine’s population will grow to a total of 12,437 by 2026 - an 
increase of 2,470 above the 2011 population of 9,967. 
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Identified investment projects include; 
o Aged Care facility / Seniors Village 
o Medical clinic and facilities 
o Large scale supermarket 
o Hotel development 
o Childcare facilities 
o New Library 
o Open space, sport and recreation facilities   

 
The development reached Stage Three where the Minister for Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics 
placed the Katherine East Area Plan and consequential amendments to the Katherine Land Use Plan 
2014 on statutory exhibition as a proposed Planning Scheme Amendment which closed in February 
2020. 
 
Funding committed: $32 million 
Project status: In planning  
Estimated economic impact: 

• The total economic contribution in economic output by private developers during construction 
of the whole of the Katherine East Neighbourhood Centre project area, is estimated to be up to 
$335 million with an ongoing economic output of $169 million driven by ongoing direct jobs. 
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Focus Area 2: Driving Industry Growth and New Developments 
 
Regional strategy: Position the Big Rivers Region as the Territory’s logistics and transport capital 
 
Priority Projects: 
 
 Katherine Logistics and Agribusiness Hub  
 Katherine Cotton Processing Facility 
 Project Sea Dragon – Grow Out Facilities, Legune Station 
 Central Arnhem Road and Roper Highway Upgrades 
 Katherine Daly Basin Development Area 

 
Key Projects 
 
Central Arnhem Road and Roper Highway Upgrades 
The Central Arnhem Road is due to receive substantial upgrades with a $225 million improvement 
project. This will include reconstruct, widen and strengthen floor proof priority sections to improve 
safety, efficiency and travel time but most importantly, to support further industry developments in 
mainly agricultural, pastoral, mining and tourism. 
 
The Central Arnhem Road is a road of strategic significance to both the East Arnhem and Big Rivers 
Regions, providing the opportunity for both Regions to benefit and connect through to the national 
transport network. It is a key tourism drive and freight route for mining and pastoral industries and 
services a large number of indigenous communities.  
 
An imperative of the implementation of the $225 million is the expedition of works and immediate 
prioritisation of the sealing to connect the Big Rivers and East Arnhem Regions. The collaborative 
investment between both the Big Rivers and East Arnhem Regions will enable improved safety and 
access for residents, support the thriving tourist visitation to Nitmiluk National Park and enable them to 
travel onto East Arnhem. A lack of adequate infrastructure has a direct impact on the economic 
sustainability of remote communities across the Northern Territory. 
 
Project status: In planning 
Funding committed: $225 million as joint funding between the NT Government and Australian 
Government’s National Partnership Agreement. 
Estimated economic impact: 

• Increased economic activity across the regional employment industries of tourism, primary 
industries and developing agriculture 

• opportunities for mining and resource exploration and development 
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• Strengthen the ability for communities in the Big Rivers and Arnhem Land Region’s to have 
access to health and education services, and be able to contribute to economic growth through 
employment and business outcomes 

• Crash rate improvement as a result of improved road quality conditions 
 
Katherine Cotton Processing Facility 
Katherine has been considered the most optimal location to build Northern Australia’s first cotton 
processing facility. In 2019, cotton growing trials resulted in over 4,500 bales of cotton being harvested 
by five growers across the Northern Territory and Kimberley Regions with an estimated potential of 
reaching 400,000 bales within the decade.  
 
The by-product of cotton became particularly sought after during the drought period to supplement 
feedstock due to limited availability of other grains and fodder. If Territory grown cotton is ginned in 
Queensland, the cotton seed would not able to be transported back to the Northern Territory for the 
benefit of the local beef and livestock industry due to transport costs. A local cotton gin therefore, has 
the potential to create significant cost savings for Territory and Kimberley cotton growers and added-
value benefits for the Northern beef industry. Ginning in the Northern Territory will create opportunities 
for downstream grower businesses and create opportunities for upstream businesses in warehousing, 
linking this project to the Katherine Logistics and Agribusiness Hub. 
 
Funding Commitment: $89 million co-investment utilising the Local Jobs Fund 
Project status: Seeking investment (NT Government’s Local Jobs Fund and NAIF) 
Estimated economic impact: 

• The project is estimated to contribute $15 million during the construction phase and $22 million 
per annum (in steady state) during the operations phase 

• 88 FTE jobs per annum 
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Douglas Daly Stage II including Katherine to Douglas Daly Rd 
The strategy adopted to develop approximately 60,000ha of the 250,000 ha, emphasises private sector 
involvement and individual initiative in the subdivision of land and development of properties with 
incoming landholders accepting normal commercial risks. At the same time, it will be necessary that the 
development is consistent with the principles of sustainable agriculture, risk management and property 
management planning. Sustainable agriculture involves: 
 

• Economic viability 
• Conserving the natural resource base of agriculture 
• Avoiding undesirable off-farm impacts. 

 
The plan envisages between 40-50 additional properties, ranging in size from around 500 to I500 ha for 
intensive or irrigated operations to between 3,000 and 15,000 ha for mixed farming and more intensive 
grazing operations. At all levels, the size and potential use will be determined by the agricultural 
capability of the land. 
 
This project requires enabling support from the government to be fast tracked along with support for 
the connecting 94km of road to connect Katherine with the existing Fleming Rd in the Douglas Daly. 
This gives the region significant commercial, agricultural and tourism (creating a loop road from 
Katherine) boost. Also significantly reduces travel from existing Douglas Daly to Katherine. 
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Focus Area 3: Population, people and live-ability 
 
Regional strategy: Activate lifestyle and increase live-ability  
 
Priority Projects: 
 

• NT Arts Trail – Regional Gallery Extensions 
• Katherine CBD Revitalisation Project – further upgrades 
• Development of a Regional Sport, Recreation and Community Infrastructure Master Plan 
• Development of a Katherine Lifestyle Village 
• Further upgrades to National Parks including Nitmiluk National Park and Elsey National Park 
• Katherine Hospital – Specialist Consulting Rooms Upgrade 
• Bulk billing Medical Centre 
• Increase Regional and Remote Aged Care Facilities 

 
NT Arts Trail – Regional Gallery Extensions, Katherine 
The Big Rivers Region currently contributes $18.6million to the Creative Industries sector with an 
estimated 89 FTE jobs. To support growth in the sector the NT Government committed $10 million 
toward progressing the NT Arts Trail Gallery Extension Program in Katherine. Two galleries have been 
identified as the successful recipients for the delivery of targeted gallery infrastructure and innovative 
facilities to complement the Arts Trail throughout the Northern Territory.  
 
Godinymayin Yijard Rivers Art & Culture Centre has been allocated $4.5million to undertake 
Infrastructure upgrades and Mimi Arts have an allocation of $2million for their Infrastructure upgrades. 
$3.5 million remains uncommitted and significant scope remains to utlilising this funding to support the 
creative arts sector in Katherine as well as supporting remote community arts Centre’s across the region. 
The Creative Industries Strategy NT identifies goals to create new space and hubs which will grow 
businesses, develop supply chains and strengthen cultural engagement.  
 
The Big Rivers Regional Reconstruction Committee would recommend the remaining funding be spent 
within the region to support these goals. Art and Culture remains at the centre of remote Aboriginal 
communities through Aboriginal owned and controlled art Centre’s. Collectively, they remain critical 
drivers for the culture and tourism market, providing revenue and employment opportunities for those 
in remote communities.  
 
Committed funding: $10 million 
Project status: In planning since 2017 
Estimated Economic Impact: Growth of the Big Rivers Creative Arts Industry, currently contributing 
$18.6 million to the Territory Economy 
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‘Activate Katherine’ – CBD Revitalisation Project 
To assist with creating a vibrant and attractive CBD, a number of projects have been identified to provide 
unique experiences, improve liveability, support economic development, create employment and expand 
existing services offerings to the community and tourist markets. With Katherine Town Council (KTC) 
recent commencement of the CBD revitalisation projects and finalisation of the Katherine Hot Springs, 
increased urban investment will lead to greater liveability, urban utility and tourist attraction. 
 
Further activation potential exists within the Katherine township and surrounding towns of Mataranka, 
Borroloola and Pine Creek as the Big Rivers Region has the capacity to grow to a size that can bring 
benefits including greater cultural and leisure activities, promoting wellbeing, knowledge economies and 
more specialist goods and services.  
 
An ‘Activate Katherine’ funding program will attract business investments, improve community support 
for projects and improve the quality of the longer-term change in the township. Planned activation 
developments ensure rapid revitalisation of depressed areas while active streets and shop fronts attract 
more people, are generally safer and are more financially sustainable. 
 
Committed funding: KTC $3.5 million 
Project status: In progress 
Estimated Economic Impact:  

• Growth in regional population attracting greater professional and skilled workforces. 
• Creating places with purpose, and making sure they are used by the community encourages 

community ownership 
• Stronger communities and social capital 
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Focus Area 4: Supporting regional businesses and supply chains 
 
Regional strategy: Increase the demand for regional service and supply from Big Rivers businesses and 
workforces. 
 
There is significant potential for the Big Rivers Region to experience a period of rapid economic growth, 
generated from increased activity from the Defence, Oil & Gas and Agribusiness sectors. Baseline data 
for the regions is somewhat lacking. A study should be completed to identify the region’s risks: existing 
business capacity, future projects capability requirements, available capital, long term sustainability, 
access to new technology & external competition.  
 
With approximately $2 Billion to be spent and approximately 300-500 jobs expected in the region 
through Defence infrastructure projects, capability and capacity building programs are essential and will 
greatly benefit local Katherine based businesses. It is not yet fully understood what the requirements of 
the Defence projects require to fulfil the workforce needs and skillsets required making it difficult for 
local businesses to upscale or diversify their businesses. 
 
A regional Industry Development Fund administered locally will enable the recovery and resilience of 
the regions key industries such as horticulture and agriculture and will support immediate recovery 
needs of producers to enable a functional supply chains, creation and retention of jobs – in particular 
now with the inability to import seasonal workers, strengthen local supply chains and increase value 
adding production and diversification. There is a need to set a platform for sustainable, broad-based 
economic growth over the long term, and for new business models and high-value services. 
 
Currently there is no Tourism NT full-time Katherine based development officer. To support the delivery 
of the Big Rivers Destination management Plan and the emerging cultural tourism in the region, funding 
should be committed for a period of three years to resource the region and implement actions within 
the Destination Management Plan. 
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